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it's possible to run mac os x from the iatkos installer. but i prefer to run mountain lion from the mac

os x installer dvd. the reason is that this will add the installation files to your hard drive. this makes it
easier to keep everything up to date with the latest versions of os x. this is a guide to install iatkos
on ps3. i have no ps3, so i will be using an older pc. i'm using a 1.43 gb iso of iatkos-x86-livedvd-

l2-v2.0.2.8.iso. i'm running windows 7 x64. i'm using a usb 2.0, 4 gb sandisk sd card, and a kingston
16 gb sdhc card for installing the boot and kernel. i've loaded the iso onto the sd card, and then i've

mounted the boot.dol file onto the sd card, and i'm.. loading the iatkos livedvd dvd, i choose the
standard image without a custom kernel, and when i choose the liveusb, i got a message that the iso

is not an x86 image, and my usb is x86. so, i chose the live dvd and then i got the following
message: iatkos l2 isol - the iatkos livedvd dvd is a livedvd of iatkos that runs as a live dvd. iatkos l2
isol is another live dvd that has additional software packages such as the iatkos multi usb boot disk
creator. the iatkos multi usb boot disk creator allows you to use your current usb device to create a
multi bootable usb disk for iatkos or any other install iso. the iatkos multi usb boot disk creator can

be downloaded for free from the iatkos support website here. i managed to instal mac os x 10.7.2 via
iatkos l2 on an acer aspire 4315. initially i didn't had the right screen resolution. i had to re-install
the intel gma 965 (i.e. x3100) drivers. they can be downloaded from www.osx86.net. i still have to

figure out how to get the intel 3945abg to work in lion. also, i have to test and check that the
ethernet is working. it's made by yukon and i can see that it's drivers were installed when i installed

iatkos.
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